Apollo International
Mnf. & Exporter of all kind of Brass, Copper & Other Metal Components.
Introduction

We are one of the leading solution providers of brass, copper & Other Metal components in India. Our company provides solutions and services to the reputed organization in the national and international markets. Brass is the first preference for industrial and agricultural applications.

We provide solutions of Brass, Copper & Other Metal Components to the various industries like Automotive, Electrical & Electronics, Marine Instruments, Aerospace, Gas & Oil Industries, Pneumatic & Hydraulic Industries, Plastic Molding, and General Engineering, etc. With years of experience & a broad vision towards Total Quality in every aspect. Our company has earned its own name worldwide in the field of manufacturing and supply.

We are manufacturer and exporter of the brass components. Our Quality and technical awareness have supported us to build goodwill in the market. The Quality ranges that we manufacture are highly durable and chemical resistant. It’s our duty to taking care of the customer's requirements by providing a wide range of brass components. Like, Brass Auto Parts, Brass Inserts, Brass Fasteners, Types of Hinges, Brass Hose Connector, Brass Pipe Fittings, Brass Sanitary Fittings, Brass Transformer Parts, Brass Battery Terminals, Brass Cable Glands, Brass Earthing Accessories, Brass Electrical Connectors.

We are an ISO 9001: 2015 certified company in the field of manufacturing activities. We have advance technologies for enhancing the Total Quality System and arranging learning opportunities for all our employees. We always follow the health & environmental policies.

We always welcome to the development of the new Products. We Manufacture Brass, Copper & Other Metal Components on the base of Sample, Drawing, or Standards reference. Our Products have confirmed the requirement of RoHS of European Standard.

We welcome you to share a healthy long-term business relationship with us.
Our Vision, Mission & Values

**Mission Statement:** “Helps Customers by providing the best Quality Products.”

**Our Mission:** “By providing the most accurate and assured quality products to our customers.”

“Our Vision guides us in every aspect of our business, by describing what we need to accomplish in order to continue achieving sustainable quality growth.”

“Our People are our greatest asset. We make every effort to provide an environment that inspires and encourages them, with the help of knowledge sharing.”

“Our Products are among the top of the industries, produced with the goal of outperforming our customer’s needs desires in both style and functions.”

“Our Partners are the backbone of our success. Every day we work to strengthen and expand upon our relationship while creating mutual and enduring value.”

“Our Profit drives towards long-term returns, while we insist on remain responsible.”

“Our Core Values are the single greatest component of our company’s culture and success. They promote a Productive atmosphere. While encouraging mutual respect and engagement.”

“Focus on the Customer is at the heart of our success. By listening our customers with dignity and respect.”
“Work as Team with a shared goal, recognizing diversity within our team, Empower through sharing knowledge, while encouraging contribution from everyone. Build a positive team spirit.”

“Innovation allows us to continuously improve all aspects of our business, providing solutions that benefit our customers.”

“Integrity is an essential part of our reputation. Being honest, Taking responsibility, Be passionate, Determined, and being accountable for our actions.”

“Communication is built upon an open honest relationship that makes a strong foundation and a powerful impact on the company.”

“Always be honest and truthful in every aspect of the business!”
Brass Inserts

We are one of the leading manufacturer and export Brass Threaded Inserts for plastics industries, communication equipment, automotive industries, and electrical & wiring device cases and for various industries.

We offer a full line of Brass Inserts for all methods of installation. Including Ultrasonic, Heat, Thermal, Press-in and Mould-in. Although we produce various types of Brass inserts as per custom design & specification. We have a standard series of Brass Threaded Inserts such as Straight Hole, Blind (Closed bottom), Collar Inserts, Ultrasonic, Press in, Tri Slotted Inserts, etc.

Variety of brass inserts are manufactured by us, to provide the demand of all our customers around the globe.

Feature of Brass Inserts
We provide the threads as per International Go & Not Go Standards. All Brass Inserts have a deep Groove for maximum Pull out Resistance. Brass inserts have very close tolerance in the thread, so unnecessary flush can’t enter into the inner diameter.

Available Knurling for Brass Inserts
Diamond, Straight, Unidirectional, both blind and through.

Available Threads for Brass Inserts
- ISO Metric (MM Threads),
- BSP & BSPT (Parallel & Taper Threads),
- NPT Thread,
- BSW Threads (Inches),
- BSF Thread,
- UNC, UNF, UNEF Thread,
- BA Thread.
Material Grade for Brass Inserts
CZ106 | CW505L Brass Grade
CZ108 | CW508L Brass Grade
CZ112 | CW712R Brass Grade
CZ114 | CW721R Brass Grade
CZ121 | CW614N Brass Grade
CZ130 | CW624N Brass Grade
CZ131 | CW606N Brass Grade
Brass Fasteners

We are one of the leading manufacturers and exporters of Brass Fasteners. We manufacture Brass Fastener for various industries like Heating, Switches, Furniture, Automobile, Transformers, Pumps, Motors, Marine, Telecommunication, Petrochemicals, and Control Panels, etc.

We manufacture and export Brass Fastener like Brass Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Anchors & Washers. We manufacture different types of brass fasteners to fulfill the requirements of customers.

We manufacture and design Brass Fasteners as per customer’s requirements. Brass fasteners are always available in different sizes and specifications to fulfill the industry’s needs.

**Feature of Brass Fasteners**

We provide the threads as per International Go & Not Go Standards. All Brass Inserts have a deep Groove for maximum Pull out Resistance. Brass inserts have very close tolerance in the thread, so unnecessary flush can’t enter into the inner diameter.

**Available Threads for Brass Fasteners**

- ISO Metric (MM Threads),
- BSP & BSPT (Parallel & Taper Threads),
- NPT Thread,
- BSW Threads (Inches),
- BSF Thread,
- UNC, UNF, UNEF Thread,
- BA Thread
**Material Grade for Brass Fasteners**

CZ106 | CW505L Brass Grade  
CZ108 | CW508L Brass Grade  
CZ112 | CW712R Brass Grade  
CZ114 | CW721R Brass Grade  
CZ121 | CW614N Brass Grade  
CZ130 | CW624N Brass Grade  
CZ131 | CW606N Brass Grade
We are one of the leading manufacturer and export Brass Electrical Accessories. We manufacture Brass Electrical Accessories for various industries like Heating, Switches, Furniture, Automobile, Transformers, Pumps, Motors, Marine, Telecommunication, Petrochemicals, and Control Panels, etc.

We manufacture and export Brass Electrical Accessories like Battery Terminal, Brass Cable Glands, Brass Earthing Accessories, Brass Electrical Connector, etc. We manufacture different types of brass electrical accessories to fulfill the requirements of customers.

We manufacture and design Brass Electrical Accessories as per customer’s requirements. Brass Electrical Accessories are always available in different sizes and specifications to fulfill the industry’s needs.
Earthing Accessories

We are one of the leading manufacturers and exporters of Earthing Accessories for Lightning and Surge Protection Industries.

We manufacture Earthing Accessories like Earth Clamp, Coupler, Heavy Duty Cast Saddle, Square Clamp, Rod to Cable Clamp, etc.

We manufacture different types of Earthing Accessories to fulfill the requirements of customers.
Brass Valves

We are one of the leading manufacturer and export Brass Valves. We manufacture different types of brass valves from the high quality brass. It is used in civil and industrial area.

We manufacture different types of brass Valves to fulfill the requirements of customers. We manufacture and design Brass Valves as per customer’s requirements. Brass Valves are available in different sizes and specifications to fulfill the industry’s needs.
Precision Turned Parts

We are one of the leading solution providers of brass, copper & Other Metal components in India. We manufacture Turning Components for various industries like Automobile, Transformers, Pumps, Motors, Marine, Electrical & Electronics, Plastic Injection Molding, etc.

We manufacture different types of Turning Components to fulfill the requirements of customers. We also manufacture and design Turning Components as per customer's requirements.
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